
What’s New in 2020: 
DataCamp for Enterprise

Welcome and thanks for joining us today.

The webinar will start very soon.
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  What will we cover today?

● Advanced Enterprise Reporting 

● Training Highlights 

○ Data Skills for Business 

○ Tableau and Oracle 

● Q&A
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DataCamp for Enterprise 

INTEGRATIONS

320+ COURSES

1,000+ ENTERPRISES

ENTERPRISE 
LEARNING TRACKS

IN-DEPTH REPORTING



Introducing Advanced Enterprise 
Reporting



Why did we create Advanced Enterprise Reporting?



DataCamp Enterprise admins needed a way to more 
easily access actionable insights with clear data 

visualizations. 



Introducing Advanced Enterprise Reporting 

Advanced Enterprise Reporting makes it 
easier for admins to understand the value of 
their teams' usage on DataCamp and easily 
share adoption and engagement success.

➔ Adoption Reporting: Gain insight into your 
company’s adoption of DataCamp across all 
members, from invitation to enrollment and taking 
their first course.

➔ Engagement Reporting: See how your members 
have interacted with DataCamp over the past 30 
days and the past 12 months.

➔ All Reporting: Receive expert recommendations 
based on your organization’s DataCamp usage to 
increase your adoption and engagement rates.

Maximize the value of DataCamp for Enterprise



Let’s check it out. 



“I wish I had this in every LMS. I could enter certain internal 
marketing campaigns, and assess adoption improvement using 

the Adoption Funnel.”
Head of Training and Talent from an international government agency



What’s next for Advanced Enterprise Reporting?

➔ Understand which courses, topics, and 

technologies your team members are 

engaging with the most.

➔ Gain insight into your organization’s 

Signal assessment scores.

➔ Receive tailored course 

recommendations based on your 

organization’s course completions. 

Additional insights coming soon



Training Highlights 



Three wide appeal training highlights

➔ Data Skills for Business

➔ Introduction to Tableau

➔ Introduction to Oracle SQL

Training Highlights



The power of recommendations

➔ 92% of all people report that a word-of-mouth recommendation is the “leading 
reason they buy a product or service.” Nielsen and Roper

➔ As an admin you can create recommendations using Custom Tracks. These can be 
tailored to your team’s needs.

Recommendations



Recommendations

The power of recommendations

Best structured course tracks I 
have ever done and 

I’ve done many

Knowing where and how to start 
is why DataCamp, and 

particularly the tracks feature is 
so good

The career and skills track 
options are great and help me 

know where to go next

Very beginner friendly and it has 
set tracks you can follow



➔ Complete overview of data concepts and how to apply them

➔ Relevant to any manager who works with analytics teams

➔ Covers everything from key terminology to practical application

➔ Learners will be empowered to make better data-driven decisions

New track: Data Skills for Business

Skill level:
Beginner / refresher

Track length:
16 hours (4 courses)

Technologies:
Machine learning, AI, 

Spreadsheets,Python...

Key skills:
Making better decisions with 

data Learn more on DataCamp

Trainings to recommend in 2020

https://www.datacamp.com/tracks/foundational-data-skills-for-business-leaders


➔ The most popular relational database used to store company data

➔ Can be taken as an introduction or first step towards certification

➔ Hands-on SQL coding exercises, no prior SQL experience required

➔ Learners will gain the skills to extract answers from your database

New course: Introduction to Oracle SQL

Skill level:
Beginner / refresher

Course length:
4 hours total

Technologies:
Oracle database

Key skills:
Data visualization and data 

manipulation Learn more on DataCamp

Trainings to recommend in 2020

* Available to learners on our Enterprise plan

https://www.datacamp.com/courses/introduction-to-oracle-sql


➔ User-friendly BI tool to spread organization-wide data fluency

➔ Broad appeal course for any department, from HR to Sales

➔ Hands-on Tableau exercises, no installation required

➔ Learners can confidently navigate Tableau and create dashboards

New course: Introduction to Tableau

Skill level:
Beginner / refresher

Course length:
4 hours total

Technologies:
Tableau software

Key skills:
Data querying and data 

manipulation Learn more on DataCamp

Trainings to recommend in 2020

* Available to learners on our Enterprise plan

https://www.datacamp.com/courses/introduction-to-tableau


Become an influencer with recommendations

Share these new trainings and set your team up for success

Spread data fluency more widely throughout your organization

Track completion and engagement with Enterprise Reporting

What’s next? Build custom tracks



Questions? 



Thank you!


